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ACT Lite 65+10

Color: pine-granite
Article ID: 4340115-2480
Weight: 1990 g
Volume: 65 litre
Size: 86 / 36 / 32 (H x W x D) cm
MSRP: 209.00 $

The bestselling Deuter ACT Lite 65 + 10 pack is the perfect adventure
companion for any backpacking trip. With a comfortable carrying
system, Vari-Quick back length adjustment, and gear attachment loops
throughout, this pack will comfortably take you high above or miles into
some of the most beautiful terrain you can find.  
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Highlights of ACT Lite 65+10

Lid pocket
stores quick-grab gear.

Pocket on hip belt
to accommodate valuables or a
digicam.

Front Pocket
provides easy access to all
important small essentials.

Compression straps
for reducing pack volume and
improved load stability also can be
used to attach extra gear.

SOS-Label
provides the most important tips in
case of emergency

Stretch Compartment
compartment to stowe sweaty/wet
clothes

Valuables Pocket
special pocket on the inside of the
pack to keep valuable items safe

Aircontact System
Aircontact Back System

Vari Quick System
For easy adjustment to any back
length.

X-Frame
X-Frame Construction

Spring Steel Frame
The round spring steel frame is very
lightweight and flexible. It is
extremely durable, provides stable
tension for the back mesh and
transfers the load to the hip belt. Its
flexibility guarantees great freedom
of movement and a perfect fit.

Adjustable Lid
Height adjustable lid closure

Bottom Compartment
With removable separator for ideal
gear access and load placement.

Side Pockets
stretch side pockets provide
additional storage space

Padded Hip Belt
An additional padding on the hip
belt provides more carrying
comfort.

Hydration System 3.0 L
Compatible
compatible with Streamer 2.0 l &
Streamer 3.0 l

Attachment for ice axe or
hiking poles
ice axe and hiking pole loops - also
for foldable poles

Optimally suitable for

Trekking Ski Touring

Travelling Climbing

Huts
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Back System: Deuter Aircontact Lite System

1 The anatomic profiled X-frame transfers weight on the hips. The
crossed aluminium stays create a flexible, yet stable internal
frame that follows your body movements.

2 The VariQuick system allows an easy, quick adjustment to the
individual back length.

3 The load adjustment straps on the shoulder straps add extra
stability. The special "Triglide" buckles ensure easy positioning.

4 Anatomically S-shaped shoulder straps with airy 3D AirMesh
lining guarantee perfect fit and great ventilation.

5 Light, slim and anatomically shaped: the hip wings ensure even
load distribution. Their soft foam with breathable 3D AirMesh
lining offers outstanding comfort. The firm foam on the outside
is modelled to the anatomic shape and transfers the load to the
hips. Side compression straps regulate weight transfer and add
extra stability.

6 Our Aircontact system sits close to the wearer's back and
feature pads with a special, breathable hollow chamber foam.
The pads perform a pump effect, whereby every movement
prompts the exchange of air. The result: 15% less perspiration
than with other body-contour packs.

Material

PES 600
Made from 600 den Polyester thread and with a
thick PU coating, this multi-purpose fabric is
robust and lightweight. It is most suitable for
backpacks, used in average conditions to keep
the weight to a minimum.

210 Baby Rip / 210 Bright RS
Ultra-tight weave, hard wearing 210 Denier
Nylon. Recognisable by the very technical, shiny
surface incorporating tough Ripstop threads.
This lightweight and extremely robust fabric is
perfectly suited to the manufacture of
lightweight products. Top quality PU coating.
This highly technical material is used for
lightweight Alpine and Trekking models.

Dynajin 210
We use the Nylon material in hard wearing 420
denier and 210 denier density. Special high
density denier polyamide offers high abrasion
resistance with it's very tight weave. This top
quality fabric is used for Guide backpacks and
Travel range models. PU coating.
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